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High-resolution spectrometry of charged particles from inertial-confinement-fusion~ICF!
experiments has become an important method of studying plasma conditions in laser-compressed
capsules. In experiments at the 60-beam OMEGA laser facility@T. R. Boehlyet al., Opt. Commun.
133, 495~1997!#, utilizing capsules with D2 , D3He, DT, or DTH fuel in a shell of plastic, glass, or
D2 ice, we now routinely make spectral measurements of primary fusion products~p, D, T, 3He, a!,
secondary fusion products~p!, ‘‘knock-on’’ particles ~p, D, T! elastically scattered by primary
neutrons, and ions from the shell. Use is made of several types of spectrometers that rely on
detection and identification of particles with CR-39 nuclear track detectors in conjunction with
magnets and/or special ranging filters. CR-39 is especially useful because of its insensitivity to
electromagnetic noise and its ability to distinguish the types and energies of individual particles, as
illustrated here by detailed calibrations of its response to 0.1–13.8 MeV protons from a Van de
Graaff accelerator and top, D, T, anda from ICF experiments at OMEGA. A description of the
spectrometers is accompanied by illustrations of their operating principles using data from OMEGA.
Sample results and discussions illustrate the relationship of secondary-proton and knock-on spectra
to capsule fuel and shell areal densities and radial compression ratios; the relationship of different
primary fusion products to each other and to ion temperatures; the relationship of deviations from
spherical symmetry in particle yields and energies to capsule structure; the acceleration of fusion
products and the spectra of ions from the shell due to external fields; and other important physical
characteristics of the laser-compressed capsules. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Charged-particle spectrometry is an important meth
for studying inertial-confinement-fusion~ICF! plasmas, be-
cause of the close relationship between plasma condit
and particle spectral characteristics.1–37 In a ‘‘direct-drive’’
ICF experiment, such as those at the 60-beam OMEGA la
facility,38 a small capsule containing an appropriate fuel
directly illuminated by many laser beams which deposit
ergy on the capsule shell during a short time interval. T

a!Electronic mail: seguin@psfc.mit.edu
b!Presently at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore,

94550
c!Also a Visiting Senior Scientist, Laboratory for Laser Energetics, Univ
sity of Rochester, Rochester, NY 14623.

d!Also with Departments of Mechanical Engineering and Physics, and
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laser energy ablates away the outer part of the capsule
~or ‘‘ablator’’ !, driving the remainder of the shell inward
The result is compression or implosion of the fuel, whi
reaches temperatures and densities necessary for fusion
tions. In addition to neutrons, these reactions prod
charged particles whose numbers and energy spectra ar
rectly related to the properties of the compressed plas
formed by the high-density, ionized fuel and the ioniz
shell. Their spectra provide direct information about prima
yields, fuel and shell temperatures, fuel and shell areal d
sities, implosion symmetry, and external electric fields
specific experiments, as well as information of general in
est on such topics as the slowing down of energetic ions
plasmas.

The spectra of charged particles contain discrete li
and continua of protons, deuterons, tritons,3He, and alphas,
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-
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generated mostly by thermonuclear reactions and by ela
scattering by fusion neutrons~‘‘knock-on’’ processes!, with
energies ranging from a few keV to 31 MeV. Most of the
particles are generated mostly during a short ‘‘burn’’ interv
which is ;150 ps long at OMEGA. In addition, ions wit
energies up to about 1.4 MeV are generated by laser–pla
interactions in the shell of direct-drive ICF target capsule32

A list of specific charged particles of interest in ICF expe
ments is presented in Sec. II.

Detectors for these charged particles in spectrome
must meet a number of requirements including high de
tion efficiency, large dynamic range, good energy resoluti
insensitivity to background radiation~neutrons, x rays andg
rays!, and insensitivity to electromagnetic noise. Some w
has been done with scintillation counters~obtaining spectral
information via time-of-flight!;1,3–6,11,13,17 with nuclear
emulsions;20 and with LR115 cellulose nitrate trac
detectors,2 pin diodes,14 or charge-coupled devices27,39 in
conjunction with a magnet. CR-39 nuclear tra
detectors40–48 have been used in most recent IC
applications,7–10,12,14–16,19,21–25,27,29–37and the object of this
article is to provide a technical description of the spec
methods that have been developed for a wide range of a
cations at OMEGA.14,19,27,29–37To maximize the utility of
CR-39 in these applications, a detailed study of its respo
to charged particles has been undertaken utilizing parti
from an accelerator and particles from OMEGA experime
as described in Sec. III. The design of spectrometers ba
on CR-39 is outlined in Sec. IV, and the use and utility
these instruments is described with representative data
a range of ICF experiments at OMEGA in Secs. V and V

II. CHARGED PARTICLES FROM ICF IMPLOSIONS

The fuel capsules in most current OMEGA experime
contain some combination of deuterium, tritium,3He, and
occasionally hydrogen, in gas form~at pressures up to abou
20 atm!, within a thin, spherical shell at room temperatu
The shell is usually made of either plastic~CH! or glass,
though occasionally part or all of it is made of deutera
plastic ~CD!. The capsules are typically about 1 mm in d
ameter, and the shell thickness varies from a fewmm to 33
mm. Cryogenic D2-filled capsules with D2-ice shells and a
thin CH outer layer are also beginning to be used.49 After
exposure to a laser pulse of order 1 ns long, depositing
order 23 kJ of energy, the capsules are compressed to 1/
less of their original diameters. The fuel reaches a temp
ture of several keV and a density of order 1024 ions/cm3.50

Charged particles from these capsules include product
primary, secondary, and tertiary fusion reactions; ‘‘knoc
on’’ ions from the fuel or shell that have been elastica
scattered by primary neutrons, and ions from the abla
plasma. Table I lists many of the processes and particle
interest, while examples of measured spectra and demon
tion of diagnostic use will be presented in Secs. V and V

Primary fusion reactions can produce charged partic
through reactions~1!–~8! in Table I, depending on the fue
constituents. The yields of the different products are de
mined by the fusion rate coefficients shown in Fig. 1, wh
Downloaded 12 Feb 2003 to 128.151.34.237. Redistribution subject to A
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vary with ion temperature. The spectra of the charged
mary fusion products have discrete lines at well-defined b
energies. The measured yields of these particles provide
damental information about implosion performance~the tem-
peratures and densities reached!. The measured energies in
dicate how much energy was lost by the particles wh
passing out of the target capsule, and therefore give infor
tion about the burn-averaged fuel and shell areal density
^rR&, as will be discussed in Sec. VI.

Secondary fusion products result from sequential re
tions in which energetic primary products of reactions~1! or
~2! undergo fusion reactions with thermal deuterons in
fuel. Reactions~9! and~10! produce secondary particles wit
spectra which are spread over significant energy interv
because of the kinetic energy of the primary reactants~Fig. 2
illustrates a secondary-proton birth spectrum!. The yields
~typically of order 1023 per primary reaction! and the mean
energies can be used to study the burn-averaged fuel
shell ^rR&.16,18,22,34

When the fuel contains D and T, charged knock-on p
ticles are generated by elastic scattering of 14.1 MeV
neutrons with the surrounding fuel and shell material throu
the secondary processes~11!–~14!. The energy spectra of th
scattered particles are continua, with upper endpoints de
mined by kinematics; the shapes of the birth spectra
shown in Fig. 3. Scattered deuterons and tritons from the

TABLE I. Processes producing charged particles from imploded capsu
Asterisks indicate particles for which spectra have been measured with
techniques discussed in this article; some examples are shown in Sec

Process
type Process and Result

Primary D1D→T* @1.01 MeV#1p* @3.02 MeV# ~1!
D1D→n@2.45 MeV#13He* @0.82 MeV# ~2!
D1T→a* @3.5 MeV#1n @14.1 MeV# ~3!
T1T→a* @<6.6 MeV#12n @<10.6 MeV# ~4!
D13He→a* @3.6 MeV#1p* @14.7 MeV# ~5!
T13He→a@4.8 MeV#1D* @9.5 MeV# ~;43%! ~6!
T13He→a1p1n112.1 MeV ~;51%! ~7!
T13He→5He@2.4 MeV#1p @11.9 MeV# ~;6%! ~8!

Secondarya 3He@<0.82 MeV#1D→a@6.6– 1.7 MeV#
1p* @12.6– 17.5 MeV#

~9!

T@<1.01 MeV#1D→a@6.7– 1.4 MeV#
1n@11.9– 17.2 MeV#

~10!

n@14.1 MeV#1p→n81p* @<14.1 MeV# ~11!
n@14.1 MeV#1D→n81D* @<12.5 MeV# ~12!
n@14.1 MeV#1T→n81T* @<10.6 MeV# ~13!
n@14.1 MeV#13He→n813He* @<10.6 MeV# ~14!
n@2.45 MeV#1p→n81p* @<2.45 MeV# ~15!
n@2.45 MeV#1D→n81D @<2.18 MeV# ~16!
n@2.45 MeV#1T→n81T @<1.84 MeV# ~17!
n@2.45 MeV#13He→n813He @<1.84 MeV# ~18!

Tertiaryb D@<12.5 MeV#13He→a1p@<30.8 MeV# ~19!

Laser–plasma Ablator protons* @<;1.4 MeV#
interaction Nonhydrogenic ablator ions*

@depending on shell material#

aReaction~9! is preceded by reaction~2!, reaction~10! is preceded by reac-
tion ~1!, reactions~11!–~14! are preceded by reaction~3!, and reactions
~15!–~18! are preceded by reaction~2!.

bReaction~19! is preceded by reactions~3! and ~12!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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977Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 2, February 2003 Charged-particle spectrometry
have energies reaching 12.5 and 10.6 MeV, respectiv
while scattered protons from the shell~if the shell contains
hydrogen! reach 14.1 MeV. The yields of the knock-on de
terons and tritons are proportional to the burn-averaged
^rR&,7,10,15,33while the knock-on protons give informatio
about the burn-averaged shell^rR&.33 The knock-ons have
yields 3–4 orders of magnitude below the yields of the p
mary products for OMEGA conditions.

Tertiary fusion products can also result from the thr
sequential reactions~3!, ~12!, and ~19!, producing protons
with energies reaching 31 MeV.26,28 These reactions are no
relevant for current OMEGA experiments because of l
yields, but they could be useful with the higher yields e
pected in the future because they can pass out of a cap
with very high areal density and provide diagnostic inform
tion in situations where lower-energy protons cannot.

The spectrum below 1 MeV is usually dominated
charged particles from the shell plasma that have been a
erated to energies as high as 1.4 MeV.32 These acceleration
are due to hot-electron-producing laser-plasma interact
in the target corona which generate transient electric fie
via charge separation. Charged fusion products pas
through the corona when such fields are present have
observed to be accelerated by up to several hundred keV~as

FIG. 1. Rate coefficients for the most important primary fusion reacti
listed in Table I, referred to here by reaction number. The coefficients w
calculated according to Ref. 51.

FIG. 2. A simulated birth spectrum of secondary protons from a D plasma.
This curve was generated by assuming that primary 0.83 MeV3He from
reaction~2! do not escape the fuel, but either slow down to thermal ener
through interactions with the plasma or generate secondary protons thr
reaction ~9! ~see Ref. 34 for other scenarios, in which the shape of
spectrum does not deviate much from that shown here!.
Downloaded 12 Feb 2003 to 128.151.34.237. Redistribution subject to A
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discussed in Sec. VI A, this is not an issue for ‘‘ICF
relevant’’ capsules!.

In summary, we see that study of the charged partic
tabulated in Table I requires sensitivity to protons up to ab
18 MeV ~or 31 MeV, for tertiary protons!; deuterons up to 13
MeV, tritons and3He to 11 MeV, and alphas to at least
MeV. In Secs. III and IV we describe how this is done.

III. CHARGED-PARTICLE DETECTION WITH CR-39

A. Interaction of charged particles with CR-39

CR-3940–48 is a clear plastic whose chemical compo
tion is C12H18O7 . When a charged particle passes through
leaves a trail of damage along its track in the form of brok
molecular chains and free radicals. The amount of local da
age along the track is related to the local rate at which ene
is lost by the particle (dE/dx, wherex is distance along the
track!. The length of the track is the range of the particle
the plastic. Particle tracks can be made visible by etching
CR-39 in NaOH. The surface of the plastic is etched away
a ‘‘bulk etch rate’’ VB , while damaged material along pa
ticle tracks etches at a faster ‘‘track etch rate’’VT . If the
particle entered normal to the plastic surface, the result
conical pit with a sharply defined, round entrance hole an
pointed bottom. With increased etching time, the diame
and depth of the pit increase as long as the depth rem
smaller than the total length of the track. This pit then sho
where the particle entered, and its diameter provides a m
sure ofdE/dx for the particle.

SincedE/dx is different for particles of a given type bu
different energies, the diameter provides a measure of i
dent energy.dE/dx is also different for different particle
types, so diameters can often be used to identify the par
type if the energy is known. In either case, it is necessary
have a well-defined method for measuring the dimension
the pits~generally called tracks! and a well-defined relation
ship between measured dimensions and particle charact
tics.

In the following subsections we discuss how these m
surements were made and how their relationship to part
properties was determined through calibration experime

s
re

s
gh
e

FIG. 3. Differential cross sections for elastic scattering of 14.1 MeV n
trons on protons, deuterons, and tritons~adapted from Ref. 52!, where the
energy is the scattered ion energy. The spectra of scattered particles e
ing from an ICF capsule should have similar shapes, but will be distorted
energy loss in the plasma. For deuterons and tritons, the yield will be c
acterized here by the integral under the high-energy peak, from the en
where the yield is a minimum to the high-energy endpoint. For protons,
yield will be characterized by the number of particles per MeV.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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978 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 2, February 2003
in which CR-39 was exposed to particles of known prop
ties, either from an accelerator or from an ICF experime
The sources of noise in CR-39 data are discussed, toge
with methods of minimizing the effects of noise on da
analysis. Finally, the detection efficiency for differe
charged particles under practical circumstances is discus
The characteristics of CR-39 can vary slightly according
fabrication methods; the material used here was the pro
of Track Analysis Systems Limited.53

B. Processing CR-39

Track diameters after etching depend on the NaOH m
larity, the NaOH temperature, and the etch time. It is de
able to choose these parameters for optimal detectabilit
tracks, using the fact that larger track diameters and de
generally result from larger values of the ratioVT /VB . In the
work described here, a molarity of 6.0 is used beca
VT /VB peaks at concentrations of;6.25 molar NaOH~at
temperatures above 60 °C!.44 The etch-rate ratio rises mono
tonically with temperature, and we use a temperature
80 °C maintained in glass tubes in a thermostatically c
trolled water bath. The etch time is 6 h unless otherwise
noted; shorter etch times are occasionally used to res
track diameters at high particle densities in order to red
track overlap.

For repeatable results, the etch parameters mus
tightly controlled. A check on consistency is incorporated
exposing a small, signal-free area on the backside of e
piece of CR-39 to 5.5 MeV alphas~from a 0.1mCu 241Am
source! prior to etching. The tracks of these alphas sho
always etch to the same diameter, and if they don’t~due to
variations in either etch conditions or CR-39 characterist!
corrections can be made to other measured diameters b
propriate scaling.

After being etched, rinsed, and dried, the CR-39 is
spected on an optical microscope with transmission light
and infrared-blocking filters. The area that must be studie
usually large, so a computer-driven scan of many microsc
frames is used. The microscope objective generally ha
magnification of 20; higher magnification gives better spa
resolution but greatly increases the time required to stud
useful area of CR-39. Digital images~such as that shown in
Fig. 4! are captured by a charge coupled device~CCD! cam-
era. The camera in use for this study has 6403480 pixels,
each of which corresponds to an area of 0.64mm30.64mm
in the focal plane with a 203 objective~a planned upgrade to
a higher-resolution camera will increase the information c
tent of images!. Consistent microscope focus is critical, a
the optimum relationship between the focal plane and
CR-39 surface should be maintained within a few micron

Image analysis is performed in software. Our requi
ments for track characterization are simplified by the f
that our applications involve particles entering the CR-39
trajectories normal to the surface, so tracks are nomin
circular ~for a different approach geared to tracks of partic
entering obliquely, see Ref. 46!. Tracks appear as dark circle
on a light background; the perimeter of each track is ide
fied as the location at which the image intensity drops be
Downloaded 12 Feb 2003 to 128.151.34.237. Redistribution subject to A
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a specified ‘‘boundary threshold,’’ for which we typically us
85% of the median background intensity. In addition to t
location of each track, three other parameters are recor
the diameter, the optical contrast, and the eccentricity. T
diameter is calculated from the track area, and is of pa
mount importance because of its relationship to particle
ergy. The optical contrast is calculated as the deviation fr
background brightness as a percentage of background br
ness. The contrast is important partly because it someti
gives information about the energy of the particle~see be-
low! and partly because it helps differentiate between r
particle tracks~which tend to be dark! and false events
~which are often lighter in appearance!. Eccentricity can be
calculated from the shape of the boundary in a number
ways, to quantify deviation from circularity. This informa
tion is useful for identifying multiple events~two or more
tracks that touch each other! and for discriminating agains
debris and defects that have noncircular shapes.

C. Accelerator-based calibration of CR-39 response
to protons

1. Track diameters

The response of CR-39 to protons with energies up
13.8 MeV was studied at the 2 MeV Van de Graaff accele
tor at the SUNY Geneseo Nuclear Structure Laboratory
ing the experimental setup shown in Fig. 5. Individual piec
of CR-39, each exposed to protons with one energy, w
processed as described above~exposure to 5.5 MeV alphas
etching, and scanning with a microscope!. To account for
modest variations in etching conditions, the diameter of e
track was multiplied by the ratio of the reference-alpha-tra
diameter for the sample piece to the reference-alpha-tr
diameter averaged over all pieces. Figure 6 shows the m
sured dependence of track diameter on incident proton
ergy. Tracks were seen and quantified for proton energie
to 9.3 MeV. The curve peaks at about 0.7 MeV, where pro
tracks have diameters of about 20mm ~for the etch condi-
tions described above!. A model described in Refs. 43 and 2
was used to fit the experimental data, and the result is sh
as the solid line in Fig. 6. The details of the model are n
important here; it is used only to provide a smooth functi
that will represent the empirical relationship between pro
energy and track diameter.

FIG. 4. A digitized microscope image of 2.01 MeV proton tracks in etch
CR-39. The physical area represented by the image is 0.41 mm30.31 mm,
and the image itself has 6403480 pixels.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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2. Track contrast

The curve in Fig. 6 gives a diameter for each prot
energy, but does not give a unique energy for each diam
It turns out that it is often possible to discriminate betwe
tracks of the same diameter but different energies on
basis of the optical contrast of the tracks; the track of
lower-energy particle is generally shallower and is less bl
in a microscope image. This is illustrated in Fig. 7, which
a contour plot of the number of detected tracks as a func

FIG. 5. The experimental setup used to expose samples of CR-39 to
noenergetic protons in the range 0.1–13.8 MeV. An accelerator beam
either protons or deuterons impinged on a target containing either g
deuterium, or3He; protons emitted from the target at an angle of 135° fr
the initial beam direction were selected by two 3/16 in. diam apertures,
placed about 9 cm from the target. A surface barrier detector~SBD! was
mounted behind one of the apertures, to monitor proton flux and ene
while a CR-39 detector was exposed behind the other aperture. Low-en
protons, from 0.1 to 1.3 MeV, were produced via Rutherford backscatte
of accelerator protons on a gold target; the accelerator beam energy
varied to produce the desired energy of backscattered proton at the dete
Protons with energies of 1.3–2.5 MeV were produced by making 2.5 M
protons via the D~D,T)p reaction, initiated with 450 keV deuterons on
deuterium target, and then ranging down the energy as required with al
num and Mylar filters. Protons with energies of 2.5–13.8 MeV were p
duced by making 13.8 MeV protons via the D(3He,a)p reaction with a3He
target, and ranging down the energy as required with filters. In most ca
the SBD was used to directly measure the proton energy as incident o
CR-39 by covering it with a duplicate of any filter placed in front of th
CR-39. When this was not possible, energy loss due to filters was calcu
with the program TRIM~Refs. 54 and 55!.
ut
to
n

ac
or
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of track diameter and track contrast for an experiment
which 13.8 MeV protons from the accelerator passed thro
an aluminum filter shaped like a wedge before hitting a pie
of CR-39. The filter thickness varied from 400 to 1800mm,
with the result that the CR-39 was exposed to protons of
energies between 0 and 10.7 MeV. The figure shows a c
separation between two classes of tracks in the diamete
terval 7–17mm, corresponding to the two sides of the pe
in the diameter-versus-energy curve in Fig. 6.

The contrast characteristics illustrated in Fig. 7 are
universal, because they correspond to a microscope with
cific optical adjustments and a CCD camera with a spec
linearity characteristic~and are also affected by etch cond
tions!. Such plots need to be generated for each microsc
system, and used to determine the contrast limits that ca
used without missing tracks of a given diameter. As we w
discuss below, this is important for many applications th
result in a mixture of real data and noise. It is then desira
to use the tightest possible contrast limits to minimize noi
while taking care to avoid losing real data.

3. Track eccentricity

There are different ways to quantify the eccentricity
particle tracks in CR-39. For purposes of this discussion,
will define it as the ratio
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FIG. 6. Measured diameters of tracks in CR-39 for accelerator-gener
protons with energies ranging from 0.3 to 9.3 MeV. The solid line is the b
fit to the data using the model described in Refs. 43 and 29. From the
bulk etch rate of 2.060.1 mm/h was estimated for 6.0 molarity NaOH hel
at 80 °C. The dependence ofdE/dx for protons in CR-39 has a form simila
to the model fit, except that the peak value~at the Bragg peak! is at a lower
energy~about 0.1 MeV!.
Eccentricity[
A@*dr*dun~r ,u!sin 2u#21@*dr*dun~r ,u!cos 2u#2

*dr*dun~r ,u!
, ~20!
o a

cks
tric

ed
wheren(r ,u) is 1 everywhere inside the track and zero o
side, andr andu are polar coordinates defined with respect
the ‘‘center of mass’’ of the track. Large eccentricity ca
indicate that a track is due to a particle that did not imp
the CR-39 normal to the surface; that tracks of two or m
-

t
e

particles overlap; or that an apparent track is not due t
particle ~but to debris or other surface imperfections!. Since
processed images of the CR-39 are digitized, small tra
that should be perfectly circular can appear to be eccen
due to the finite number of pixels defining them. Illustrat
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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in Fig. 8, this effect will become less important with
higher-resolution camera.

D. ICF-based calibration of CR-39 response to
deuterons, tritons, and alphas

The response of CR-39 to deuterons, tritons, and al
particles~as well as protons! has been tested by using pa
ticles generated in ICF experiments at OMEGA, through
actions~1!, ~5!, ~12!, and ~13!. The energy of the particle
was determined by their trajectories in the magnet-ba
spectrometers discussed in Sec. IV, although the parti
also passed through a filter in front of the CR-39 and
program TRIM54,55was used to determine how much ener
was lost before the particles hit the detector. Figure 9 sh
the diameter as a function of incident energy for these p

FIG. 7. Contour plot of the number of proton tracks vs. track diameter
optical contrast for protons spanning the energy range 0–10.7 MeV~tracks
with contrast below 25% were not recorded, because in that range intr
noise dominates!. Beginning at the large concentration of tracks at abou
mm diameter and 30% contrast, corresponding to the highest energies s
in Fig. 6, the progression clockwise along the concentration of tracks
responds to decreasing proton energy. There is a clear separation of
due to protons with energies above and below the diameter peak show
Fig. 6.

FIG. 8. Contour plot of the number of proton tracks vs. track diameter
track eccentricity for protons spanning the energy range 0–10.7 MeV, w
eccentricity is defined in Eq.~20!. For diameters larger that about 7mm, the
measured eccentricity reflects the true eccentricity of a track. At sma
diameters, the measured eccentricity is dominated by the effects of fi
pixel size~in this case, about 0.64mm/pixel; the measured eccentricity fo
small tracks is lower with smaller pixel sizes!.
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ticles. More details of these experiments, and the phy
implications of the measurements, are discussed below
Sec. V.

E. Sources of noise and background signal in CR-39
data

In applications of CR-39 on OMEGA, we find sever
types of tracks that do not represent the particles we
trying to study. These contribute noise to the measureme
and since all of the ‘‘noise’’ events are counted as posit
events they add up to a background level that must be s
tracted from the total number of tracks. The sources of no
discussed below are not intrinsically position dependent
the background is usually assumed constant over the ac
area of a piece of CR-39~subject to statistical fluctuations!.
It is frequently necessary to measure the background a
function of track diameter, because data analysis someti
involves the use of different diameter ranges at different
sitions on the CR-39~this will be seen in Figs. 21, 23, an
24!.

1. ‘‘Intrinsic’’ noise and debris

One type of noise is due to defects in the CR-39 t
look similar to real particle tracks after etching; we call th
intrinsic noise. In addition, images of CR-39 sometimes
clude structure due to dust or debris on the surface~some-
times debris is generated when the CR-39 is cut to the
sired size before use!. It is sometimes hard to discriminat
against intrinsic noise by eye, and since automatic comp
processing of images is desirable the issue of automatic id
tification arises. Up to several hundred intrinsic noise tra
per cm2 can sometimes be seen in the CR-39 material w
typical contrast thresholds, and this becomes a problem w
the number of particles to be studied is small. Some of
intrinsic noise tracks are shallow, resulting in a fairly lo
optical contrast. Figure 10 shows the intrinsic noise for fo
different unexposed CR-39 detectors, etched as descr
above, as a function of optical contrast threshold. It can
seen that the number of recorded events increases as
contrast threshold is reduced.
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FIG. 9. Measured CR-39 track diameter as a function of incident energy
charged particles from OMEGA experiments, including D3He alphas, DD
tritons, knock-on tritons, knock-on deuterons, and DD protons. The ‘‘pro
model fit’’ curve comes from the fit to accelerator proton data in Fig. 6.~The
5.5 MeV alpha point was from a 0.1mCu 241Am source.!
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2. Neutron-induced noise

Neutrons are produced in many of the reactions that p
duce the charged particles of interest here, and they inte
with CR-39 via elastic scattering to produce recoil partic
such as protons, carbon nuclei, and oxygen nuclei. From
MeV neutrons, charged particles can also be created in
CR-39 through nuclear reactions such as (n,p), (n,a), and
(n,2a)a. These charged recoil particles and reaction pr
ucts can produce tracks in etched CR-39 that are indis
guishable from those due to the charged ICF reaction p
ucts under study. To determine the precise nature of
neutron-induced noise in our implementation of CR-39,
recently completed a detailed study of its response to
and DT neutrons from implosions at OMEGA.56 Figure 11
shows diameter histograms for tracks in CR-39 due
neutron-induced events in two typical experiments. For D
implosions, the histogram is dominated by tracks due to
coil protons with energies up to 2.5 MeV, with track diam
eters up to 20mm. For DT implosions, the diameter histo
gram includes recoil proton tracks with diameters up to ab
20 mm; but there are other tracks with diameters exceed
the 20mm maximum due to protons. This indicates that D
neutrons produced alpha particles and recoil carbon and
gen ions, in addition to recoil protons, by interacting with t
CR-39. The alpha particles produce tracks up to about 25
mm, while the carbon and oxygen nuclei produce tracks t
are even larger.

With our standard etch conditions, it was found that t
detection efficiencies for DD and DT neutrons are ab
1.131024 and 4.031025, respectively, on the CR-39 fron
side if counted tracks are limited to those with contr
>65% and eccentricity<15% ~we note that the number o
neutron-induced tracks seen on the front surface grows
early with etch time; since recoil particles are scattered p
erentially in the forward direction, the volume of CR-39 pr
ducing scattered particles seen at a given depth
proportional to that depth.!. These results are in approxima
agreement with other studies.57 Since the yields of primary
charged particles in the ICF experiments are generally c
parable with the primary neutron yields, the neutro
generated ‘‘noise’’ or background is only 1024 of the signal
from the primary particles and not very important. But se
ondary fusion products@Eqs. ~9! and ~10!# and knock-on

FIG. 10. The number of intrinsic noise tracks with optical contrast exce
ing a given threshold, for several representative pieces of CR-39~an eccen-
tricity limit of 15% was used!.
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particles@Eqs.~11!–~18!# typically have yields on the orde
of 1023 times the primary yields, so neutron noise is of ord
10% of the true signal due to these particles.

F. Detection efficiency in practical applications

When contrast limits are adjusted so they don’t exclu
proton tracks of a given diameter, the accelerator data s
that 100% detection efficiency is achieved for protons of
corresponding energy as long as the incident proton tra
tory is normal to the surface of the CR-39. As shown in S
V D, 100% detection efficiency can also be obtained for
pha particles. In practice, there is an upper limit on the
ergies of particles that can be studied no matter what ana
techniques are used, because higher-energy particles
low values ofdE/dx and result in tracks that are too small
be conveniently detected and characterized with an opt
microscope~for protons, that energy is about 10 MeV!.45 In
addition, the detection efficiency is zero for charged partic
whose angle of incidence exceeds a critical value.42,45

It is often desirable to impose limits on track diamet
track contrast, and/or track eccentricity to minimize respo
to intrinsic noise and neutron noise, though this can resu
a compromise in which the signal-to-noise level is improv
but the detection efficiency is reduced. Eliminating trac
with diameters larger or smaller than those of interest fo
given charged particle can lead to rejection of some intrin
noise and neutron-generated noise without a decrease in
tection efficiency. Eliminating tracks with low optical con
trast can reduce intrinsic noise, but can also reduce the
ciency of detection of tracks from the particles under stud
they are close to the low or high energy detection limi
Figure 12 shows detection efficiency as a function of pro
energy for different contrast thresholds. Limiting eccentric
is useful because our experiments are all set up to ensure
particles under study have trajectories approximately nor
to the CR-39 surface, generating circular tracks; many tra
due to intrinsic noise or debris are noncircular, and the sa
is true of some neutron-induced events~since recoil particles
and reaction products which do not travel in the forwa
direction produce eccentric tracks!. Thresholds for eccentric

-

FIG. 11. Diameter histograms for tracks produced in CR-39 by DD and
neutrons from OMEGA D2 implosion 20250 and DT implosion 20 258. Th
track selection parameters used here were eccentricity<15% and contrast
>65%.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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ity must be set to account for the small amount that res
from not-quite-normal trajectories and for the eccentric
measured for the smallest tracks as a consequence of im
digitization ~as shown in Fig. 8!. The best approach is t
apply an eccentricity limit that varies with track diamete
being constant above some diameter limit~typically 8 or 10
mm! and then increasing as the diameter decreases.

In special circumstances where the thickness of
CR-39 is smaller than the range in CR-39 of the parti
under study, another method can sometimes be used to m
mize contributions of noise to data.16 If the energies of the
particle at impact on the front and on leaving the reve
both fall into the range of detection sensitivity, then the
should be discernable tracks on both surfaces which line
with the trajectory of the particle. Intrinsic noise should
uncorrelated on the two surfaces, and neutron-gener
noise should be less correlated than the desired particle
because knock-on protons are distributed in angle. Coun
only those tracks with counterparts on the reverse there
improves the signal-to-noise ratio.

G. Anomalies

Anomalies in the proton-track diameter distribution ha
occasionally been observed, especially when CR-39 has
exposed to x rays and/or heat~when diameters are smalle
than normal!. Alteration of CR-39 characteristics by x rays
discussed in Ref. 58. Anomalously small track sizes h
also been seen in a few rare cases when x rays were
present. These anomalies are not totally understood; they
often be compensated for in data analysis if correspond
size anomalies are observed for another particle species

H. Summary

In summary, CR-39 can be an efficient detector of
charged particles of interest in ICF experiments. Due to
dependence of track diameter on particle energy, the tr
size distribution automatically provides some spectral inf
mation for protons, deuterons, and tritons. While the energ
of interest for heavier ions fall within the range of sensitiv
of CR-39, protons from many reactions have energies

FIG. 12. Representative CR-39 detection efficiency for protons, as a f
tion of energy, for different lower limits on the optical track contrastC. The
data points are measurements forC565%, with data from the accelerato
The lines show approximate values for other energies and other valuesC,
based on data from OMEGA~these values can change significantly wi
changes in microscope optical adjustments and camera linearity!. When
noise is a problem, a contrast threshold of 65% is often chosen as a
promise between proton detection efficiency and noise rejection.
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are too high for direct detection. In these cases, it is nec
sary to use a filter in front of the CR-39 to reduce prot
energy by a known amount. In the next sections we will s
how the characteristics of CR-39 discussed here make
sible a wide range of useful spectroscopic measurement

IV. SPECTROMETRY OF CHARGED PARTICLES
FROM OMEGA USING CR-39

A. Magnet-based spectrometers

There are two magnet-based charged-particle spectr
eters~CPSs! on OMEGA, each utilizing a 7.6 kG permane
magnet as shown in Fig. 13 and described in detail in
figure caption. After entering through an adjustable entra
aperture, each charged particle passes through the mag
field along a trajectory determined by its gyroradiusRgyro

before impacting particle detectors. The position at which
is detected can be characterized byRgyro or by its square,
which is proportional to the particle’s energyE through the
relationship

Rgyro
2 }~A/Z2!E, ~21!

whereA is the atomic mass, andZ is the atomic number. IfA
andZ are known, the energy can be determined directly fr
the detection position. The magnet was designed for va
of (A/Z2)E extending from 0.1 to 30 MeV, and proton
deuterons, tritons,3He, and alpha particles have been stud
as we shall see. Special-purpose magnet-based spectrom
with more limited ranges of application have been used p
viously for 3.5 MeV DT alpha particles~using LR115 cellu-
lose nitrate track detectors!,2 for protons from an intense pro
ton beam~using CR-39 and pin diodes!,14 and for 3 MeV DD
protons~using CR-39 detectors!.25

c-

m-

FIG. 13. Concept of the magnet-based CPSs, showing how the field of
kG magnet separates protons of different energies. A proton or other cha
particle passes through a collimating aperture~not shown! before entering
the magnet, where its trajectory is determined by its gyroradius. After le
ing the magnet, the particle is stopped in CR-39~not shown!. The magnets
were fabricated by the Dexter Corporation~Ref. 59!, and utilize magnetic
material constructed of multiple pieces of Nd–Fe–B which are epox
together. Steel pole faces smooth out inhomogeneities in the fields in the
~where uniformity is;2%!, while a steel yoke and careful gap design res
in minimal fringing fields~1000 and 250 G at 2 and 4 cm from the magn
edge, respectively!. The size of the magnet was minimized to allow moun
ing in a re-entrant module inside the OMEGA target chamber; the long
dimension is 28 cm, the gap width is 2 cm, and the weight is 160 lb. T
force between the poles is 6400 lb.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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The original concept for the CPSs included the use
CR-39 detectors.14 The first actual instrument was design
for use with electronic particle detectors,27,39but it was even-
tually implemented with CR-39 detectors when it beca
apparent that they offered advantages of detection efficie
coverage of large areas, energy resolution, and immunit
electromagnetic transients.29 Since CR-39 is 100% efficien
only for detecting protons in the interval from about 0.5 to
MeV under typical etch and scan conditions, it is necess
to use a filter in front of the CR-39 to range down the ene
of any proton whose energy exceeds 6 MeV. Figure 14 ill
trates the energies that get ranged down to the interva
sensitivity by aluminum filters of different thicknesses.

As will be seen in Secs. V and VI, particles with th
same gyroradius but different mass and/or charge prod
different signatures in CR-39; this makes possible the sim
taneous measurement of spectra of different particles e
when their trajectories in a CPS overlap@as in the case of the
3 MeV protons, 3.6 MeV alphas, and 1 MeV tritons gen
ated in a DT plasma through reactions~1! and ~3!#.

The dynamic range of the CPSs is determined by the
of the entrance aperture, the distance from the target, and
minimum and maximum number of particles per unit ar
that can be utilized on the CR-39. The entrance aperture i
mm long ~in the direction transverse to the magnet disp
sion! and has a width that can be varied from 1 to 10 m
depending on expected flux levels, giving solid angles
tween 1026 and 1025 when placed 100 cm from the targe
The instruments can then be used with yields fro
107 per MeV to more than 1013per MeV. The absolute en
ergy calibration is accurate to about60.02 MeV at 3 MeV
and 60.1 MeV at 15 MeV.31 The response function for
monoenergetic proton beam of a given energy is a squ
box whose width is determined by the width of the entran
aperture; with a 1 mmaperture, the box has a standard d
viation about the mean energy of 0.013 MeV for 3 Me
protons and 0.19 MeV for 15 MeV protons.

FIG. 14. The solid lines show, for a given filter thickness, the energie
protons that can be ranged down to the highest and lowest energies d
able by CR-39 with 100% efficiency. The broken lines show the energie
protons that will be ranged down to the highest and lowest energies u
for spectral measurements by CR-39.~The effects of energy straggling hav
been ignored.!
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B. Simple range-filter spectrometers

A piece of CR-39 can be combined with a fixe
thickness filter to form a ‘‘range-filter’’~RF! assembly,
which can be used in different ways to study protons or ot
charged particles. The first way involves the measuremen
a particle yield in a narrow energy band by counting t
number of tracks per unit area on the CR-39. LetEi be the
energy of protons incident on an aluminum filter of thickne
t, and letEc be the energy of the protons after transmiss
through the filter. The relationship betweenEi , t, andEc can
be written

Ei5Ei~Ec ,t !, ~22!

and is shown graphically in Fig. 15. Protons with energyEc

at CR-39 can be efficiently detected in the interval fro
aboutEc50.5 to 7 MeV, so the interval of energiesEi that
can be detected is fromEi(0.5 MeV,t) to Ei(7 MeV,t).
These limits are plotted in Fig. 14, showing that ast in-
creases, the width of the detectable incident energy inte
becomes smaller. If a single filter provides for efficient d
tection of all energies of interest and if no other particles w
be detectable under the same circumstances, then a si
count of tracks provides a yield~as discussed for alphas i
Ref. 9 and in Sec. IV!.

For example, an aluminum filter 1100mm thick provides
a detection interval from aboutEi513.8 to 16 MeV, which is
usually wide enough to cover most of the width of a 14
MeV D3He proton line from reaction~5!. It is not wide
enough to cover the 12.6–17.5 MeV birth-energy range
secondary protons from reaction~9!, and it will miss most of
the D3He proton line if that line has lost energy while pas
ing through the shell of an imploded capsule.

Spectral information with higher resolution is availab
through two other approaches. The approach adopted
uses the fact that the diameter of a proton track in CR-3
directly related to the incident energyEc of the proton. Theo-

f
ect-
of
ful

FIG. 15. The relationship between a proton’s energies before and after p
ing through aluminum filters of different thicknesses. The values plot
here were generated using the programSRIM ~Refs. 54 and 55!, and ignore
energy straggling.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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retically, a proton spectrum could be reconstructed from
diameter histogram. But at the highest energies shown in
6, and also near the diameter peak, there would be signifi
energy uncertainties since a small error in diameter wo
translate into a large error in deduced energy. At the lo
energy end it would also be necessary to use contrast in
mation to discriminate between tracks with the same dia
eter on opposite sides of the diameter peak. Realistic
accurate spectrum reconstruction is typically limited to
interval Ec'1.5– 3 MeV, where we can write

Ec5Ec~D !. ~23!

If N is the number of proton tracks per unit area hav
diameters betweenD andD1dD behind a filter of thickness
t, thenN is also the number of protons per unit area in t
incident spectrum between energiesEi(Ec(D),t) and
Ei(Ec(D1dD),t). The width of the interval inEi for which
a spectrum can be reconstructed in this way is shown in
14. The widest interval that can be covered at 15 MeV
about 0.8 MeV. Another approach to spectrum reconstr
tion, using the relationship between a particle’s energy
the depth of its track in CR-39, requires that particles str
CR-39 at an angle and has been used for alphas60 and
protons.21

Because of the limited interval of particle energies th
can be accurately studied with a single filter thickness, i
natural in many applications to use a ‘‘step’’ filter with se
tions of different thickness. Small numbers of steps ha
been used, without calculating spectral structure within e
step, for broadband spectral information in ICF experime
for deuterons and tritons10,15 and for protons,12,16,19,22,23

while up to 20 steps, with spectral decomposition with
each step, have been used for more detailed proton sp
from the interaction of high-intensity, short-pulse lasers w
solids.61

C. Wedge-range-filter spectrometers

A generalization of the step wedge leads us to a fi
with continuously varying thickness, which has advanta
for compactness and for data reduction. Combined wit
piece of CR-39, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 16, t
filter forms a wedge-range-filter~WRF! spectrometer. By us
ing a wedge with an appropriate range of thicknesses,
possible to make an accurate reconstruction of a proton s
trum over a wide interval of incident energies by applyi
the technique discussed in the last section. The rang
thicknesses required for a given energy interval can be
termined from Fig. 14. A group of WRF spectrometers h
been fabricated and used for the study of protons from 8
18 MeV using aluminum wedges covering the thickne
range 400–1800mm over an active area of about 2 cm32
cm. Because it is occasionally found that the proton flue
~but not energy! varies with position, as described in Se
VI A 2, the WRF design incorporates strips of uniform filt
thickness just outside the wedge region. If the proton flue
is seen to vary significantly along a strip parallel to t
wedge gradient, the variation can be quantified for use
correcting data taken behind the wedge; uncorrected, s
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variations can result in a small amount of distortion in t
shape of an inferred spectrum, but very little error in t
mean energy and no error in the energy endpoints.

In practice, the most difficult aspect of WRF impleme
tation has been calibration. Filter fabrication with thickne
errors under 5mm is desirable, but has not been achiev
thus far. In order to compensate for fabrication errors and
any errors in the theoretical model for proton energy loss
the filter, an end-to-end test and calibration for each fil
was carried out with monoenergetic protons from the acc
erator described in Sec. III. Deviations from ideal behav
were determined for each individual WRF and incorpora
in data reduction algorithms. The current absolute meas
ment uncertainties~not including counting statistics! are
about60.1 MeV for energy and 12% for yield; future wor
with better fabrication accuracy should reduce these un
tainties. The response function of the WRFs to a monoe
getic, 13.8 MeV proton beam was measured to be roug
Gaussian, with a standard deviation of about 0.15 MeV; t
is slightly larger than what would be expected due to
effects of energy straggling of the protons as they p
through the filter.

The WRF package is very compact, making it practic
for fielding at many different locations during the same im
plosion, for symmetry studies; as many as eight have b
used at one time. In addition, they can be placed relativ
close to a target when the yield is expected to be low. Use
spectra have been measured for yields as low as 105/MeV,
which is more than 2 orders of magnitude lower than
limit for the magnet-based spectrometers. They have a
been used for yields as high as 1010/MeV ~this requires
placement near the wall of the target chamber!. They will not
work for yields of 1011/MeV or more, unless they can b
moved well outside the OMEGA target chamber, because
track overlap in the CR-39. While they could be used
spectra of D or T, rather than protons, they are usually

FIG. 16. Schematic illustration of a WRF proton spectrometer. The sp
trometer itself consists primarily of a filter with a wedge-shaped cross s
tion ~thicknesst varying along its length! and a sheet of CR-39. Some of th
protons incident on the filter are energetic enough to pass through it,
they impinge on the CR-39, creating tracks of damage sites. After etchin
NaOH, each of these tracks opens up into a hole at the surface w
diameter that depends on the proton energy~see Sec. III C and Fig. 6!. A
two-dimensional histogram of the number of tracks as a function of diam
and t can be converted into a histogram of protons per MeV in the incid
proton spectrum.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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used for overlapping spectra of different particle types as
magnet-based spectrometers are; the CPSs can separat
ticles on the basis of both trajectory in a magnetic field a
track diameter, while the WRFs as described here work o
with track diameter and contrast and cannot always discr
nate between different particle types with the same track
ameter. Larger maximum WRF thicknesses will be used
protons of higher energy@e.g., the tertiary protons from Eq
~19!# in the future, but the present design has proven v
useful for D3Hep, secondary D3Hep, and knock-onp. It
has been brought to our attention that CR-39 and a wed
shaped range filter have also been used in a different con
to measure endpoint energies of proton spectra.62

V. SPECTRA FROM CAPSULE IMPLOSIONS AT
OMEGA

A. Experimental setup

Figure 17 shows one of the CPSs being mounted on
OMEGA target chamber. Figure 18 illustrates the positio
of diagnostic ports on OMEGA, and shows the mount po
tions of the CPSs and the locations of nine other ports wh
have been used for RF and WRF measurements~labeled
TIM1–TIM6, and KO1–KO3!. CPS1 and CPS2 have fixe
capsule–detector distances of 235 and 100 cm, respecti
and are separated by 101° with respect to the capsule p
tion. The RF and WRF detectors can be placed at distan
from the capsule of 5–175 cm.

Other diagnostic instruments operate during capsule
plosions, and of particular interest to us are the neutron
agnostics. Yields of primary neutrons are measured by
activation~for DT neutrons! and In activation~for DD neu-
trons!. Yield-averaged ion temperatures are measured wi
neutron time-of-flight~NTOF! diagnostic,63 and secondary

FIG. 17. The CPS2 spectrometer during installation on OMEGA flange
~see Fig. 18!. The cone-shaped end contains the entry aperture, whic
located 100 cm from the target position. Various materials are used in
structure for neutron shielding.
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neutron yieldsY2n are measured with a TOF diagnostic, C
activation, or the MEDUSA64 scintillator array.

Current OMEGA experiments utilize room-temperatu
capsules with fuel in gas form, and some cryogenic D2 cap-
sules. Since a major priority is development of techniqu
that will lead to high-performance cryogenic-capsule imp
sion, many experiments utilize room-temperature capsu
with plastic shells from 15 to 24mm thick and fuel pressure
from 3 to 15 atm; these have predicted hydrodynamic pr
erties relevant to those expected for cryogenic capsule65

The fuel composition is varied in these experiments, larg
in order to obtain complementary diagnostic informatio
Thinner shells, and shells with different composition, a
also occasionally used for special purposes.

We now look at data from a number of OMEGA implo
sions representing different fuel and shell types to clarify
principles of the spectrometers. All data correspond to
periments in which the laser pulse is 1 ns long, with nom
nally constant intensity; total laser energy varies, but is in
range from 12 to 24 kJ. Target capsule diameters are a
the vicinity of 900mm, and the processing of CR-39 will b
assumed to follow the procedures discussed in Sec. III B

B. Spectra from an implosion with D 3He fuel

There are five charged primary fusion products from i
plosions of D3He-filled capsules~see Table I!. Only the 14.7
MeV proton can escape and be detected if a capsule she
thick; it can be measured with either WRF spectrometers~if
the yield is in the range of 105– 1010) or the magnet-based
CPSs~if the yield is in the range of 107– 1013). If the shell is
thin enough, four lower-energy products can also esca
they are always measured with the CPSs. This is illustra
in Fig. 19, which shows CPS2-measured spectra for five p
ticle species from OMEGA implosion 20297. The capsu
had 15 atm of D3He fuel in a thin glass shell 2.5mm thick. It
was irradiated with 12 kJ of laser power in a 1 nssquare
pulse by 30 laser beams; the yield-averaged ion tempera
was measured to be 9.5 keV, and the DD neutron yield w
2.331010. The 14.7 MeV D3He protons and the 0.83 MeV
DD 3He have very different trajectories in the magnet th
the other particles, and their spectra are measured simpl
counting particle tracks as a function of position on t
CR-39 ~a filter is used just in front of the CR-39 to reduc
the proton energies to the range of CR-39 sensitivity!. The

1
is
e

FIG. 18. Locations of ports on the OMEGA target chamber, shown on
Aitoff projection. The positions labeled CPS1 and CPS2 correspond
permanently-mounted, magnet-based spectrometers. The other labeled
can sometimes be used for wedge-range-filter proton spectrometers.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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;3 MeV DD protons,;1 MeV DD tritons, and;3.6-MeV
D 3He alphas all have nearly the same gyro radius in
magnetic field, so they appear at about the same positio
the detector plane of the CPS~and they overlap in position
because of the finite width of the lines!. Since the diameters
of the tracks are different for the three particles, they can
counted separately for measurement of their respective s
tra. This is illustrated in Fig. 20, which shows the tracks
one particular position, and Fig. 21, which shows how
track diameters remain separate at all positions.

For each line it is possible to measure a mean energ
linewidth, and a yield. The yields of the DD and D3He pro-
ton lines, which will be referred to in Sec. VI, are 2
31010 and 1.331010, respectively. We note that CR-39 d
tection efficiency of about 1.131024 for DD neutrons was
mentioned in Sec. III. Since the fluxes of DD neutrons a
D3He protons are comparable, a signal-to-background r
~S/B! of about 104 is obtained for spectra of the proton
Intrinsic noise is also negligible in this case, and the no
levels in the measured spectra are dominated strictly
counting statistics.

C. Spectra from an implosion with D 2 fuel

The previous subsection included spectra of DD proto
tritons, and3He from reactions~1! and ~2! in capsules with
D3He fuel. The same reactions occur when the fuel cons
only of D, and the same spectra can be measured as lon
the shell is thin enough for a given particle to escape. T
other charged-particle spectrum that is important for D2 im-
plosions is that of secondary protons from reaction~9!,
which are important for measuring fuel and shell^rR& as
discussed in Sec. VI. This spectrum can be measured
either WRF spectrometers~if the proton yield is in the range
106– 1010) or the magnet-based CPS2~if the proton yield is
in the range 108– 1013).

OMEGA implosion 21210 involved 15 atm of D2 fuel in
a 24.1-mm-thick CH shell, and 23.5 kJ of laser light applie
with 60 beams in a 1 nssquare laser pulse. The ion temper
ture was measured to be 2.7 keV, while the yields of prim
DD neutrons and secondary DT neutrons were 6.431010 and
1.33108, respectively. Since secondary-proton yields are
order 1023 relative to primary DD neutrons, while CR-3

FIG. 19. CPS2-measured energy spectra of3He, tritons, and protons from
DD reactions~1! and ~2!, and alphas and protons from D3He reaction~5!,
for OMEGA implosion 20 297 (D3He fuel in a thin glass shell!. The widths
of such lines are affected by the temperature of the plasma, by differenc
total pathlength in the fuel and shell plasma for the particles as they m
their way out of the capsule, by the response function of the spectrom
and sometimes by time evolution.
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response to the neutrons is of order 1024, the signal-to-
background level for WRF measurements is usually S/B;5–
10. The relatively low flux levels make it desirable to pla
the WRFs fairly close to the capsules~15 cm in this case!.
Figure 22 shows a WRF-measured spectrum for which
mean proton energy was 12.9 MeV and the total yield w
7.63107 protons.

D. Spectra from implosions with DT fuel

The most-used spectra from DT implosions are those
knock-on D and T from the fuel@reactions~12! and ~13!#,
which are measured with the CPSs, and knock-onp from the
shell @reaction~11!#, which can be measured with either CP
or WRF.33 In the CPSs, the D, T, andp have overlapping
trajectories like the primary products of D3He implosions
described above in Sec. V B. Figure 23 shows a simple
ample of how track diameters differentiate the particles a

in
ke
er,

FIG. 20. Microscope image of CR-39 used in CPS2 for OMEGA implos
20 297, with particle tracks produced by DD protons, DD tritons, and D3He
alphas. The three particle types appear at this ‘‘triple degeneracy’’ poin
the detector plane of the spectrometer because they have the same g
dius in the magnet. Each particle type can easily be distinguished base
track size, as indicated in Fig. 21.

FIG. 21. A contour plot of the number of DD protons, DD tritons, an
D 3He alphas detected in CPS2 as a function of detection position@param-
eterized by particle energy according to Eq.~21!#, for OMEGA implosion
20 297~see Figs. 19 and 20!. The energy gaps are due to a small physic
gap in coverage between two adjacent pieces of CR-39. The particle sp
can be identified and separated on the basis of track diameters. The C
was covered by an aluminum filter 6mm thick.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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allow them to be studied separately. A filter of one thickne
was used over the entire CR-39 area in this case, makin
particularly easy to see the continuous variations of tr
diameter versus energy for each particle. Separation of
particles on the basis of diameter, and subtraction of ap
priate background levels, are involved in converting the
data to spectra. In most situations a more complicated filte
now used, with thickness varying with position to make po
sible the coverage of a wider energy range for more parti
on one piece of CR-39. CPS2- and WRF-measured spect
the three knock-on particles from a more recent OMEG
implosion, number 23 445, are shown in Fig. 24. In this c
the capsule contained 15 atm of DT gas in a CH shell 1
mm thick, and was irradiated with a 1 ns, 23.2 kJ pulse o
laser light from 60 beams. The parameters of these spe
and their physical significance will be discussed in Sec.

The CPSs can also be used to measure spectra of
mary DT alphas from reaction~3!; an example will be shown
below for a DT3He implosion. Another way to measure th
yield of these alphas involves a simple RF detector cons
ing of CR-39 covered by a 6mm Al filter. The number of

FIG. 22. WRF spectrometer measured spectrum of secondary protons
OMEGA implosion 21 210~15 atm D2 fuel in a 24.1mm CH shell 972mm
in diameter; a 1 ns squarelaser pulse with 24.1 kJ of on-target energy;
measuredTi of 2.7 keV and a DDn yield of 6.4631010). The secondary
protons have a yield of 7.63107 and a mean energy of 13.0 MeV. Compa
with Fig. 2.

FIG. 23. Contours of the number of detected tritons, deuterons, and pro
as a function of detection position~parameterized by energy! and track
diameter in CPS2, for OMEGA implosion 13 817~DT fuel in a shell con-
sisting of 2.4mm of glass and 5mm of CH!. A 50 mm aluminum filter
covered the CR-39, and the particle species can readily be identified
separated on the basis of track size.
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tracks per unit area, multiplied by the area of a sphere w
the radius of the detector, gives the total yield. This te
nique was recently used to cross-calibrate the detection
alphas by CR-39 with the measurement of DT–neut
yields by Cu activation and by MEDUSA. Since the alph
and neutrons come from the same reaction~3!, their yields
should be identical. Data were taken during three low-yi
implosions of DT-filled capsules with 3.7-mm-thick CH
shells and low fill pressures~0.04, 0.001, and 0.001 atm!,
irradiated by low laser energy~5 kJ in 30 beams twice, and
10 kJ in 60 beams once!. The alphas were detected by CPS
CPS2, and eight RF detectors located 20 cm from the c
sules at different port locations~see Fig. 18!. The results are
shown in Fig. 25. Data from implosion 19 684 illustrate e
cellent agreement between yields measured with Cu act
tion @(6.0260.23)3108# and with charged-particle measur
ments @on average (6.060.2)3108]. In the data from
implosions 19 685 and 19 686, the ratio of average R
measured alpha yield to average MEDUSA-measured n
tron yield was 1.1160.12, indicating statistical compatibility
between these diagnostics. The conclusion drawn from th
measurements is that the three different methods of mea
ing DT yields are consistent with each other, while t
CR-39 efficiency is 100% for detecting the alphas. It is a
notable that there are spatial variations within the measu
charged-particle yields for each implosion~e.g.,;13% about
the mean for implosion 19 684!; this will be discussed in Sec
VI A.

E. Spectra from implosions with more complicated
fuels

Implosions of capsules with more exotic fuel and/
shell structure have also been performed. Figure 26 ill
trates spectra of four fusion lines from an implosion invo
ing DT3He fuel. This is of interest primarily as another illus
tration of the simultaneous measurement of multiple spe
and as an example of the T3He deuteron line. Implosions o
capsules with DTH fuel in glass shells20 or pure CD shells34

have recently provided spectra of proton knock-ons from
fuel, which make possible the study of fuel^rR& ~as de-
scribed in Sec. VI B for knock-on deuterons and proton!.
Data from multiple WRF spectrometers were used in Ref.
to study shell symmetry. Other types of capsules w
multilayer shells have been used to determine the degre
interpenetration of fuel and shell~see Sec. VI E and Refs
66–69 and 37!.

F. ‘‘Ablator’’ ions

Fast protons from the shell, accelerated to energies u
1.4 MeV by electrostatic fields in the laser–plasma inter
tion region~see Sec. VI A! are observed in large numbers
laser intensities of;1015W/cm2.32 Such maximum proton
energies are much higher than would be expected from c
parisons with other laser experiments performed at the s
Il2, whereI is the laser intensity andl is the laser wave-
length. In addition to protons, heavier fast ions, such as
bon, have also been observed, though quantitative analys
complicated by the difficulty in identifying the multiple
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FIG. 24. Knock-on data from
OMEGA implosion 23 445~15 atm
DT fuel in a 18.9mm CH shell 932
mm in diameter; a 1 ns square laser
pulse with 23.2 kJ of on-target energy
a measuredTi of 4.1 keV and a DTn
yield of 1.9531013). Plots~a! and ~b!
illustrate the nature of raw data from
CPS2, showing contours of the num
ber of tracks vs. track diameter and de
tection position parameterized by pa
ticle energy. The filter covering the
CR-39 was made in several segmen
to optimize the detectability of the de
sired particle over a wide energy
range. In~a! there are five different fil-
ter thicknesses, and the deuteron diam
eter can be seen to change at each
ter boundary. In~b!, there are two filter
thicknesses. The knock-on D spectru
~c! was calculated from the D data il
lustrated in~a!, and the yield~as de-
fined in the caption of Fig. 3! is 1.5
3109. The knock-on T spectrum~d!
was calculated from the T data illus
trated in ~b!; a yield cannot be mea-
sured because of the distortion i
shape caused by a large energy dow
shift relative to the birth spectrum. The
knock-on proton spectrum shown in
~e! was calculated from WRF data; th
yield per MeV in the flat region is
2.63109.
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charge states. The proton spectra sometimes show dis
tive, regular line features, as illustrated in Fig. 27; the prec
mechanism behind the generation of these lines is not un
stood, but it is possible that they are associated with
acoustic perturbations in the plasma. Another theory is ba
on a periodically discharging target releasing particles at
creasing energies.70

VI. DIAGNOSTIC USE OF CHARGED-PARTICLE
SPECTRA

To put the methods described here in a better phys
context, and to point out important issues affecting their
and interpretation, this section provides a brief overview
some of the ways they are actually used, citing data fr
Sec. V and other publications for examples. For simplic
measurement uncertainties are ignored and reference
other papers are given for more details of analysis and in
pretation. The discussion is divided according to physi
regions. Conditions outside the imploded capsules~Sec.
VI A ! can sometimes affect the charged particles during t
passage from capsule to detector and have an impac
analyses of charged-particle data. The fuel material~Sec.
VI B ! and shell material~Sec. VI C! in compressed capsule
are considered separately, although it is likely that there
region in which the two are actually mixed together as
consequence of instabilities at the interface~Sec. VI E!. Cap-
sule symmetry is discussed in Sec. VI F. All measureme
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illustrated here correspond to time averages. Most fus
products are generated during a fairly short~;150 ps! burn
interval, while ions from the shell coming from laser–plasm
interactions are generated during the laser pulse~;1 ns
long!. As mentioned below~Sec. VI A!, the burn interval
may occur during or after the laser pulse, depending on
capsule type and laser conditions.

A. Conditions outside the compressed capsule

1. Particle energy modification through electrostatic
acceleration

Charged-particle measurements have demonstrated
the energies of particles from certain types of implosio
exceed their theoretical birth energies by 0.5 MeV
more4,5,17,29,30,32~see Fig. 26!. Laser–plasma interactions i
the target corona result in the escape of hot electrons f
the target, charging the capsule to a positive potential
accelerating positively charged ions leaving the capsule.
potential is peaked near the beginning of the laser pulse
decays steadily thereafter;6,11 it is negligible by a few hun-
dred ps after the termination of an OMEGA laser pulse,
demonstrated in a series of experiments33 involving measure-
ment of many spectra of knock-on protons from the 20-mm-
thick CH shells of DT-filled capsules imploded at OMEG
with 1 ns laser pulses. The protons, which in these exp
ments are generated 300–600 ps after completion of the l
pulse, were found to have a high-energy endpoint at
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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989Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 2, February 2003 Charged-particle spectrometry
birth-spectrum limit of 14.1 MeV to within experimental un
certainties@see Fig. 24~e!#. Since the endpoint energy corre
sponds to protons scattered at the surface of the shell, the
no energy loss due to interactions with the shell plasma
there were any acceleration it would be observed directly
an increase in this energy.

Whether charged fusion products are accelerated th
fore depends on whether the burn interval occurs during

FIG. 25. ~a! Primary yields for three OMEGA implosions. The neutro
yield was measured with either thick Cu activation or by the MEDU
neutron spectrometer, while the alpha yields were measured by CR-39-b
rf detectors at the ports K02–TIM6 and~for implosion 19 684! by CPS1 and
CPS2. The scatter in the yields of alpha particles within individual imp
sions is discussed.

FIG. 26. CPS2-measured spectra from OMEGA implosion 14 9
(D–T–3He fuel in a thin glass capsule!. The lines are all upshifted relative
to their birth energies because the burn time occured during the laser p
Note that the upshift for the DTa is twice that of the other particles becau
it has twice the charge.
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laser pulse, as it tends to for implosion of thin-shell capsu
or after the laser pulse, as it does for implosions of capsu
with thick shells ~such as 20mm of CH!. The measured
energy of any charged fusion product is determined by
birth energy, by any acceleration it experiences, and by
slowing down it experiences due to interactions with the f
and shell plasma. In the case of thin-shell capsules, simu
neous data from several particles can sometimes be use
separate the contributions of acceleration and slowing do
as discussed in Sec. VI G. In the case of thick-shell capsu
acceleration can generally be ignored and all modification
particle energy can be attributed to energy losses due
slowing in the plasma. This is important for the analys
described below.

2. Possible modification of locally measured yields

As shown in Fig. 25, it is sometimes found that differe
yields are measured at different angles with respect to a
sule during the same implosion. This effect has also b
noted for measurements of secondary protons22,34 and dis-
cussed in more detail for other scenarios in Ref. 35. Wh
measurements display such spatial variations, they typic
have a distribution of values with standard deviation of ord
20% about the mean. Although spatial variations in ene
are sometimes seen~as discussed in Sec. VI C!, they are
generally not correlated with yield variations. In fact, me
surements that show yield variations very often accompan
by no energy variations, leading us to believe that the yi
variations probably do not result from structure in the ca
sule. Something is changing particles’ directions witho
changing their energies; while a complete explanation
lacking, two possibilities are small azimuthal electric fiel
or magnetic fields outside the capsules.25,35Regardless of the
mechanism behind the variations, they indicate that any y
inferred from a single detector measurement may dev
from the total yield over 4p steradians, and that the unce
tainty may be of order 20%. Simultaneous measurement
different positions, with different detectors, reduces this u
certainty. Until the explicit discussion of asymmetries, b
low, we will ignore them for simplicity.

sed

-

2

se.

FIG. 27. Spectrum of ablator protons from OMEGA implosion 12 15
measured with CPS1. In this case the yields were high; a short CR-39
time ~;10 min! was used to make the track diameters small in order
avoid overlap, and high magnification~3100 objective! was used to count
the small tracks that resulted.
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B. The compressed fuel

1. Primary fusion yields

Yields of primary fusion reactions provide one of th
most fundamental indicators of implosion performance, a
measurements of primary neutron yields have tradition
performed this function. When charged fusion products
energetic enough to escape the shell and be measured,
yields provide an alternative to measured neutron yie
When yields of more than one primary reaction can be m
sured separately, it is sometimes possible to use them to
timate the fuel temperature, as described below.

2. Areal density

The fuel areal densitŷrR& at burn time, the integral o
r(r )dr from r 50 to the outer boundary of the fuel, provide
an important measure of radial compression. Two method
estimatinĝ rR& fuel from charged-particle measurements re
on the same basic principle: An energetic primary fus
product interacts with the thermal fuel to produce a seco
ary product; the ratio of the secondary yield (Y2) to the
primary yield (Y1) is proportional to the number of fue
‘‘targets’’ encountered by the primary product, and this
related to the areal density. The ‘‘knock-on’’ method appl
to DT implosions, where the primary product is the 14
MeV DT neutron from reaction~3! and the secondary prod
uct is either the elastically scattered knock-on D or
knock-on T from reactions~12! and ~13!.7,10,15,20,33 The
‘‘secondary-proton’’ method applies to D2 implosions, where
the primary product is the3He from DD reaction~2! and the
secondary product is the D3He proton from reaction
~9!.8,12,16,22,34Both methods can be described through
equations

^rL& fuel5B21~Y2 /Y1!, ~24!

^rR& fuel5AfRL^rL& fuel , ~25!

where ^rL& fuel is the mean path through the fuel for th
primary fusion product,B21 is a coefficient shown in Table I
andAfRL is a geometric parameter close to 1 that depends
the radial distribution of the production of primaries with
the fuel and the radial distribution ofr. The shapes of thes
radial profiles are not usually known, although new metho
of measuring them directly with charged-particle data71 are
showing promise. As a result, analyses are often perform
with one of two simple models. In the ‘‘hot-spot’’ model o

TABLE II. Values of the coefficientsB21 used in Eq.~24!.a

Secondary product B21

Knock-on Db 8.03104 mg/cm2

Knock-on Tb 5.93104 mg/cm2

Secondary D3Hepc 5.23103 mg/cm2 ~610%!

aDerived from Refs. 33 and 34.
bFor implosions of capsules containing fuel with equal number densitie
D and T, and yields defined as described in the caption of Fig. 3.

cFor implosions of capsules containing D2 fuel, and subject to the limitations
described in the text. This value is accurate for plasma electron temp
tures up to about 10 keV and for values of^rL& below saturation. The
‘‘ 610%’’ represents the fact thatB21 varies slightly with^rL& and slightly
with plasma temperature, as shown in Fig. 28.
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fuel structure, where the fuel is spatially uniform except th
primaries come from an infinitesimal hot spot at the cen
AfRL51.0. In the ‘‘uniform’’ model of fuel structure, with
primaries produced everywhere,AfRL51.33.

A practical complication in the knock-on method is th
it is hard to measure the yield if the spectrum is downshif
greatly, because distortion of the spectrum shape make
difficult to isolate the equivalent of the high-energy peak
the birth spectrum@compare Figs. 3 and 24~d!#. A complica-
tion in the secondary-proton method is that DD3He slow
down continuously due to normal interactions with t
plasma until they either become thermalized or react wit
deuteronvia reaction ~9!. If they lose all of their energy
before they leave the fuel, either because^rR& fuel is large or
because the rate at which they lose energy is large~as when
the temperature is low!, the proportionality of the yield ratio
to ^rL& fuel is lost and a saturation occurs as shown in Fig.
For data in the saturated region, it is possible to determ
only a lower limit on^rL& fuel with this method~although the
saturated yield ratio can be used to estimate the fuel elec
temperature if that temperature can be assumed uniform
discussed in Sec. VI B 5!.34 Making the saturation issue mor
important is the fact that the actual saturation limit may
lower than estimated from the yield-averaged ion tempe
ture if the outer portion of the fuel is cold, as it may be if
large amount of shell material is mixed into the fuel.

As illustrations, we can apply Eqs.~24! and~25! to data
from Sec. V for OMEGA implosions 23 445 and 21 210, u
ing the parameters from spectra in Figs. 24~c! and 22. For the
knock-on deuteron data from DT implosion 23 445,Y2 /Y1

57.731025 and ^rL& fuel56 mg/cm2. This leads tô rR& fuel

56 mg/cm2 for the hot-spot model, or 8 mg/cm2 for the
uniform model. For DD implosion 21 210, the ratioY2 /Y1

51.231023 is close to the saturation limit for the measur
ion temperature of 2.7 keV~as shown in Fig. 28!. We there-
fore find ^rL& fuel graphically rather than with Eq.~24!, to
obtain 6 mg/cm2 ~hot-spot model! or 8 mg/cm2 ~uniform
model!. Corresponding values of^rR& fuel are 6 mg/cm2 ~hot-
spot model! or 10 mg/cm2 ~uniform model!, and they might
be regarded as lower limits because of the proximity of
yield to the saturation limit.

The knock-on and secondary-proton methods have b
been used in studies of how different laser conditions aff
implosion performance,33,34,67 where it was shown33,34 that
the knock-on method giveŝrR& fuel values for DT-capsule
implosions that are very similar to those obtained with t
secondary-proton method for D2-capsule implosions when
laser conditions and capsules are similar and the only dif
ence is in the fuel composition.

Another related method for estimatinĝrR& fuel in D2

implosions involves measurement of the yield of second
neutrons from reaction~10!.16,18This method has the advan
tage that the yield ratioY2 /Y1 saturates at a higher value o
^rL& fuel than the yield ratio for secondary protons, but t
disadvantage that the relationship between the yield ratio
^rL& fuel is nonlinear and temperature sensitive even be
the saturation region. Partly as a consequence of this t
perature dependence, the secondary-neutron method
gives values of̂ rL& fuel somewhat higher~by up to a factor

of

ra-
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of 2! than those derived with the secondary-proton metho34

This discrepancy may be exacerbated by the effects of f
shell mix, since it is known that the cooling of the out
region of the fuel due to mix can enhance the second
neutron yield while diminishing the secondary prot
yield.22

3. Radial compression

The radial compression ratioCR for a gas-filled capsule
is defined as the ratio of the uncompressed fuel radiusR0 to
the final fuel radius and can be written

CR5Q@^rR& fuel /r0R0#1/2, ~26!

wherer0 is the uncompressed mass density and the co
cient Q depends onr(r ) in the compressed fuel. The valu
of R0 is known, and the value ofr0 can be calculated from
the uncompressed fill pressure (r05af P0 , where af in
g cm23 atm21 is 2.2431024 for DT or D 3He fuel, and
1.7931024 for D2 fuel!. The value ofQ is 1.0 for both
uniform and hot-spot models (dr/dr50), but Q.1.0 if
dr/dr.0 andQ,1.0 if dr/dr,0. For the implosions stud
ied above, values ofCR can be calculated if we assumeQ

FIG. 28. Relationship of secondary yield (Y2) to associated primary yield
(Y1) and the mean pathlength of primaries in the fuel (^rL& fuel) for reac-
tions ~9!, ~12!, and~13!. The curves for secondary protons, shown for bo
hot-spot and uniform models, are calculated as in Ref. 34 except tha
temperature dependence of reaction~9! was included here~the difference is
very small for temperatures<10 keV!; a fuel density of 3 g/cm3 was as-
sumed, but the dependence on density is very weak and affects onl
saturation levels. The electron temperatures labeling the different pr
curves correspond to the bulk of the fuel volume in which the seconda
are generated; in the uniform model this is equivalent to the ion tempera
measured by neutron diagnostics, but in the hot-spot model it can be lo
The curves for knock-on deuterons and tritons, taken from Ref. 33, are
same for the hot-spot and uniform models. They are also independe
temperature and density.
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51. The results are 6 or 7~hot-spot or uniform model! for
DT implosion 23 445, and 7 or 9~hot-spot or uniform model!
for D2 implosion 21 210.

4. Ion temperature

One method for studying the fuel ion temperatureTi

with line spectra of charged, primary fusion products is
determine the temperature necessary to explain the l
widths by thermal broadening. Reactions in a uniform, th
mal plasma produce particle spectra whose shapes hav
form exp@2(E2^E&)2/2s2#; the ion temperature is related t
the Doppler width s through the expressionTi5s2/C,
where Ti and s are both in keV andC is 5880 for D3He
products, 5630 for DT products, and 1510 for DD-p and
DD-T.29 Early attempts were made to apply this method w
the DT-a spectral line from thin-shell capsules, as measu
with a scintillator-based TOF diagnostic,1,6 but the result was
thought to represent an upper limit onTi because there ar
other sources of line broadening~which could include differ-
ent pathlengths through the shell, time-varying accelerat
or rR time evolution!. Similar problems were found fo
D 3He protons.33 Attempts have also been made with D
protons.21,24

Another method makes use of the fact that, if products
more than one reaction can be detected simultaneously
possibility exists for comparing the ratio of their yields to th
ratio of the theoretical rates for the reactions. Since these
ratios often vary with ion temperature~see Figs. 1 and 29!,
yield measurements can be used to estimate a yield-aver
fuel ion temperature. This has been done with TOF spec
measurements of DT-a and DD-p yields from DT plasmas,6

and more recently with CPS measurements of DD-p and
D 3He-p yields from D3He plasmas.33 As an example, the
ratio YDD-p /YD3He from the spectra shown in Fig. 19 implie
~by way of Fig. 29! an ion temperature of 8 keV; the rati
YDD-n /YD3He ~using the neutron yield measured with th
NTOF diagnostic! implies Ti>9 keV. These can be com
pared with the temperature of 9.5 keV that was measu
with NTOF, and the agreement is reasonable. Figure
shows similar data from a wide range of implosions, dem

he

he
n
s
re
er.
he
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FIG. 29. The ratio of the DD neutron and proton yields to the D–3He
proton yield, plotted against ion temperature~from the rate coefficients in
Fig. 1!.
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strating reasonable agreement between charged-par
derived temperatures and neutron-derived temperatures
a substantial range of temperature.

5. Electron temperature

As mentioned above, secondary protons from implosi
of D2-filled capsules have the characteristic that the ratio
their yield to the yield of primary DD neutrons is a line
function of ^rR& fuel , but that for a given fuel temperatur
there is a maximum value of this yield ratio~see Fig. 28 and
Ref. 34!. While this limits the regime in which secondary
proton yields provide direct information about^rR& fuel , it
opens up the possibility of using the yield to estimate
mean fuel electron temperature if the yield is known to
saturated and the fuel temperature can be assumed to be
form.

C. Shell areal density

Part of the shell is ablated away during laser exposu
The areal densitŷrR&shell of the remainder is the integral o
r(r )dr from the inner boundary of the shell to the out
boundary, and it can be studied with two basic methods us
charged particles. The first method involves inferri
^rR&shell from the energy lost by particles of known birt
energy due to slowing in the shell~Fig. 31 illustrates the
values of̂ rR& for which protons of three important energie
could escape and be detected!. The second method involve
measuring the fraction of primary neutrons that produ
knock-on protons from the shell, which is proportional
^rR&shell. With both methods, the quantity directly inferre
is the mean path through the shell for the charged particle
neutrons from the fuel, or^rL&shell. The ratio AsRL

[^rR&shell/^rL&shell is 1 in the limiting case of the hot-spo
fuel model, and smaller than 1 in all other cases by
amount that depends on the ratio of shell thickness to s
radius and on the radial distribution of charged-particle g
eration in the fuel~see Fig. 32!.

The energy-loss method requires the absence of ac
eration effects and the use of a theoretical formalism suc
that of Ref. 72 to relatedE/d^rL& to plasma parameters~it

FIG. 30. Ion temperatures measured by using the ratio of DD neutron y
to D 3He proton yield, plotted against ion temperature determined by
neutron time-of-flight spectrometer, for OMEGA D3He implosions~Ref.
30!.
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can vary with plasma density, electron temperatureTe , and
chemical composition!. Such measurements have been
tempted using DD protons;21,25 using DD protons and DT
alphas;6,11,13 and using DD tritons, DD protons, D3He al-
phas, and D3He protons.31 The difficulty with using the low-
energy particles is thatdE/d^rL& is sensitive toTe ~as
shown in Fig. 33! because the particle velocities are comp
rable to plasma electron velocities. This problem was sol
in Refs. 6, 11, 13, and 31 by using downshifts of differe
particles to determine self-consistent values ofTe and^rL&.
These measurements can also be distorted by accelera
which is often present for thin-shell capsules; spectra o
least three particle types are then necessary for^rL&
determination.31 For thick-shell capsules of the type und
consideration here, the acceleration problem disappears
single energy loss measurements of protons with ener
;15 MeV can be used because their velocities are h
enough to makedE/d^rL& independent of shellTe for typi-
cal shellTe ~see Fig. 33! and also insensitive to density an

ld
e

FIG. 31. The range of protons with important energies in a CH plasma
a variety of electron temperatures~at a density of 20 g/cm3!; results for a D
plasma are nearly identical. The 3.0 and 14.7 MeV protons from react
~1! and ~5!, and secondary protons with similar energies from reaction~9!,
are useful for probing current experiments, while the highly-penetrating 3
MeV proton from tertiary reaction~19! could be useful under future, high
density conditions.

FIG. 32. The ratio of radial pathlength through a shell to the mean p
length for particles originating in the volume inside the shell.R is the inner
shell radius anddR is the shell thickness. If the source of particles und
study is centrally peaked, the ratio^rR&/^rL& is always 1; otherwise the
ratio is less than 1. The curve labeled ‘‘intermediate’’ corresponds t
constant number of source particles per unit radius, while the curve lab
‘‘uniform’’ corresponds to a constant number of source particles per u
volume.
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chemical composition~Fig. 34!; this means that uncertaintie
in these parameters do not introduce large errors in infe
values of^rR&shell.

In the case of thick-shell capsules with D3He fuel, the
energy loss of primary 14.7 MeV protons has been use
estimatê rR&shell as discussed in detail in Ref. 30. For thic
shell capsules with D2 fuel, secondary protons can be used34

As an example, we can look again at data from implos
21 210 ~Fig. 23!. The mean proton energy was 13.0 Me
while the mean birth energy was 15.0 MeV, so the me
energy loss was 2.0 MeV and must be accounted for
losses in the fuel and losses in the shell. Since the ra
profiles of the plasma parameters are not known, impli
tions of the two different models discussed in Sec. VI B
will be found with results for the hot-spot model quoted fi
and results for the uniform model given in brackets. Ene
losses in the fuel can be estimated from^rR& fuel56@10#
mg/cm2 ~found in Sec. VI B 2!. In the hot-spot model, wher
primary 3He are produced only at the fuel center, second
protons are produced throughout the fuel with approxima
equal numbers per unit radius and the mean pathlength

FIG. 33. Slowing down rates for three different particles in a CH plasm
density 20 g/cm3, plotted as a function of plasma electron temperatu
showing how rates for 3.5 MeV alphas and 3 MeV protons are quite se
tive to Te while those for 14.7 MeV protons are relatively insensitive toTe .

FIG. 34. ^rL& required for ranging 14.7-MeV protons down to 12.7 Me
for different assumptions about plasma structure~calculated with the
slowing-down formalism of Ref. 72!. For densities and temperatures cha
acterizing the material causing slowing down in the capsules under s
the deduced̂rL& is relatively insensitive to assumptions about temperatu
density, and chemical composition~most of the slowing down occurs in th
shell, whereTe is on the order of 0.5–1 keV!.
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eled in the fuel iŝ rL& fuel>0.87̂ rR& fuel. @In the uniform
model, where primary3He are produced everywhere, se
ondary protons are produced throughout the fuel with
proximately equal numbers per unit volume and^rL&
>0.75̂ rR& fuel.# Using this value of̂ rL& fuel, together with a
density inferred from the compression ratioCR ~found in
Sec. VI B 3! and an electron temperature assumed equa
the measured ion temperature, we can estimate that the m
energy loss in the fuel is about 0.17@0.23# MeV. The remain-
ing 1.83 @1.77# MeV energy loss due to the shell implie
^rL&shell'59 @57# mg/cm2 ~assuming a 1 keV, 20 g/cm3 CH
plasma!. To find ^rR&shell from Eq. ~25!, we need to find the
appropriate value ofAsRL. Using the calculated value ofCR,
together with the assumptions listed above, we can de
mined from Fig. 32 thatAsRL'0.89 @0.82# and ^rR&shell

'52 @46# mg/cm2.
The knock-on method works with implosions of DT

filled capsules with CH shells because the ratio of yields
knock-on protons from the shell@reaction~11!# and primary
neutrons from the fuel plays the same role as the yield r
of Eq. ~24! played for knock-on particles from the fuel. It ca
be shown33 that

^rL&shell54.303105~dYKO-p /dE!/YDT-n MeV mg/cm2,
~27!

wheredYKO-p /dE is the yield per MeV in the spectrum. Thi
method has the advantage of being independent of temp
ture and density. The yield per MeV for implosion 2344
@from Fig. 24~e!# was 2.63109, and implies that̂ rL&shell

557 mg/cm2. In the case of the hot-spot model,^rR&shell

5^rL&shell557 mg/cm2. For the uniform model, the coeffi
cient AsRL can be estimated from the compression ratioCR
~Sec. VI B 3! and other parameters to be about 0.81, imp
ing ^rR&shell'46 mg/cm2.

As described above for studies of̂rR& fuel , both
knock-on and secondary-proton methods have been use
studies of how different laser conditions affect implosi
performance.33,34,67 It was shown33,34 that the knock-on
method giveŝrR&shell values for DT-capsule implosions tha
are very similar to those obtained with the secondary-pro
method for D2-capsule implosions when the only differenc
is in the fuel composition.

D. Shock-generated proton yields and the time
evolution of capsule areal density

Implosions of D3He-filled capsules sometimes result
spectra of D3He protons with two clearly separate
peaks.30,68 Most of the yield appears in a line that is dow
shifted in energy by an amount that reflects the areal den
of the capsule at burn time, but if that line is downshift
enough~e.g., by 2 MeV! then a smaller line is often visible a
an energy very close to the birth energy of 14.7 MeV. T
line is downshifted by only a few hundred keV and repr
sents a time;400 ps before the burn time when a portion
the fuel is temporarily compressed and heated by a sh
wave; measurement of the downshift provides an estimat
the total areal density at that point in time. New data on t
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‘‘shock yield,’’ with special capsules, are also being used
study fuel/shell mix, as discussed in Ref. 68 and in the n
section.

E. Fuel Õshell mix

Experiments have been performed to investigate
mixing of fuel and shell materials at their interface, usi
capsules containing pure3He gas; the shells were made
CH, with total thickness 20mm, but each contained a 1mm
sublayer of CD, offset from the inner shell surface by a d
ferent amount.66–69,37 D 3He protons are produced only
mixing occurs to the depth of the CD sublayer, so implosio
of capsules with different CD offsets can be used to de
mine how much of the shell is involved in the mix. Measur
spectra of protons indicate that;1 mm of the inner surface
of the original shell is typically mixed into the fuel. Othe
information about the mix has been obtained by compari
of the data with simulations. This involves constructing
model of the radial distributions of temperature and den
of fuel and shell materials, including an overlapping m
region, and varying the model parameters in order to ma
all of the diagnostic data including primary yields of charg
particles and neutrons, secondary yields of protons, neutr
and knock-ons, etc. Such modeling has indicated that a
scription of the mix region can be constrained relative
uniquely by the data.

F. Capsule implosion symmetry

One of the original goals of the charged-particle sp
trometry program was the study of implosion symmetry
burn time,26 and by utilizing up to ten spectrometers simu
taneously~two CPSs and eight WRFs! it has recently been
possible to obtain symmetry data for a number of types
implosions at OMEGA. Asymmetries in energy and yie
have been observed, although they are not generally co
lated with each other. Asymmetries in energy have been s
for primary 14.7 MeV protons from D3He-filled capsules35

and for secondary protons from room-temperature and c
genic D2-filled capsules.34,35 Since there are no acceleratio
effects for fusion products from these types of implosio
the energy differences can be attributed to differing amou
of slowing down in the capsule plasma. Low-mode-num
variations seen in̂rL& total ~calculated from variations in the
mean energies of proton spectra measured at different an
about the capsule! have been as large as650% about the
average for capsules with thick CH shells, and often app
to be correlated with laser drive balance.35 Evidence of
higher-mode capsule structure can sometimes be seen w
the shapes of individual spectra, because short-ang
wavelength variations in shell thickness result in differe
energy losses for different particles and contribute to gre
linewidths. This is discussed in the context of 14.7 Me
protons from thick-shell D3He-filled capsules in Ref. 35. Fo
discussions of measurements of the linewidths of low-ene
fusion products~3.5 MeV DT a and 3 MeV DDp) from
capsules with lowrR, and their interpretation as indicato
of shell thickness variations, see Refs. 24 and 25.
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G. Slowing down of charged particles in plasmas

The first experimental verification of the general form
theories for the slowing down of charged particles in plasm
has been performed with measurements of charged-par
spectra from D3He implosions.31 This was accomplished
with simultaneous measurements of spectra of four differ
fusion products~DD triton, D3He alpha, DD proton, and
D 3He proton!. Use of the separate measurements mad
possible to separate the effects of electrostatic accelera
and plasma slowing, to eliminate other variables, and to lo
at the important dependence of slowing theories on part
energy ~since the measurements correspond to particle
locities both above and below the thermal electron veloci
in the plasma!.

VII. DISCUSSION

The sample data shown here represent a small fractio
the work that has been performed with the spectromet
and techniques are being expanded to include new type
measurements and new types of capsule implosions. An
portant current focus is implosions of cryogenic D2 capsules,
where WRF spectrometers are used to study secondary
tons. Spectral measurements of knock-on D and T will
important for future cryogenic DT capsules. In the me
time, charged-particle data continue to be used in conju
tion with other diagnostic data in studies of how capsu
with room-temperature gas fills perform under different la
conditions, and special room-temperature targets are b
studied for additional insights into implosion behavior a
diagnostic techniques. Of particular interest are ongo
studies bearing on fuel–shell mix, shock-generated yie
and implosion symmetry for both direct- and indirect-dri
experiments at OMEGA. Looking toward the future, it
anticipated that charged-particle spectrometers will also p
an important role in ICF experiments at the National Igniti
Facility.73,74
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